online at foresthill.org/give
text any dollar amount

Like you, I want to see a church empowered
and led by the Holy Spirit. Yes, it’s important to
be well-organized and overseen, but a Spirit-led
church is what our Lord wills. It’s my heartbeat.

to 704.444.0357

mail a check, payable to:

Forest Hill Church
7224 Park Road
Charlotte, NC 28210

How do we know Forest Hill is led by the Holy
Spirit? That means that events happen that
can only be attributed to him. Some of those
signals will be:

new conversions
& baptisms
Only the Holy Spirit can cause the new spiritual
birth in a heart. Baptism follows that new birth. We
are seeing both on a regular basis.

God’s call upon
people to give
their lives away

The leadership of Forest Hill promises to continually put
safeguards around your money that you give to ensure
integrity. What are they?

we have no debt

Forest Hill is seeing this happen regularly in
both local and global ministry — here and
around the world.

MONEY GOES TO MISSION,
NOT MORTGAGE.

supernatural
healings & miracles

we give away almost
20% of our budget

This too is occurring on a regular basis in the
life and ministry of Forest Hill. Some of them
are astounding, ones that can only be attributed
to God’s power.

THAT MEANS MILLIONS OF
DOLLARS ANNUALLY GIVEN
AWAY FOR GOD’S GLORY.

extraordinary
generosity
Only the Holy Spirit can convince people not to
worship the god of money. It has a strong hold on
people. But not here at Forest Hill. I am constantly
amazed at the generous gifts of Forest Hill people—both with their time and finances.

These two guardrails keep us from going off course. It
makes us deliberative and careful, spending only what
we have. And leadership is forced to be very judicious
with what God allows us to spend.
I hope you are proud to be a part of a church that takes
generosity and giving seriously. I know that I am proud
to be one of your leaders. To Jesus alone and always
belongs all the glory.
Under His Grace,

DAVID CHADWICK
Senior Pastor
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2018
FISCAL YEAR

19%

CORPORATE
& PASTORAL

MOBILIZATION

MEDIA &
TECHNOLOGY

FACILITIES

FAMILIES

CARE &
COUNSELING

CONNECTIONS

CAMPUS-SPECIFIC

ADULTS

WORSHIP &
PRODUCTION

OUTREACH

3%
8%

4%

7%

5%

12%
11%

8%
9%

14%

To see communities
transformed& empowered
by the hope of the Gospel
We’ll do this through three major categories:

EQUIP &
UNLEASH

GOSPEL
CARRIERS

PLANT NEW CHURCHES &
CAMPUSES TRANSFORMING

GLOBAL
CITIES

IGNITE
NEW
FAITH
IN

UNREACHED
PEOPLE GROUPS

The it Experience is Forest Hill’s four step journey into
knowing, growing and going. In a series of four weeks, you’ll learn
what it means to find yourself in something greater than yourself.
For upcoming dates, times & locations go to foresthill.org/experienceit
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senegal

central asia

MATT & ELENA TOOMBS
LEO & MICHELE WURSCHMIDT

JOHN, JENN & FAMILY

united states

GABE & JANET SMITH
HOWARD & JOANN BRANDT
JENNIFER COSHOW

thailand

BILLY & KATE D.
KELLY SARTORIUS
JAY & JULIA WELLS

cuba

colombia

POLLY PAULSON
ONTONIEL MARTINEZ

JORGE & GINNY ENCISO

scotland

middle east

CHRIS & KIRSTEN FURR

LANCE & LISA L.

haiti

SARAH NOLAND

ethiopia

JON & KRISTI NYKAMP

czech republic

germany

BRIAN & ALEISHA STEPHENS

TIM & BETHANY ELY

england

HOWARD & TERESA DREW
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south africa

DREW & JANNA HARDING

FOREST HILL CHURCH

UN-

LEASHING
As followers of Jesus, we are all Gospel-Carriers. We are

all uniquely positioned to bring the hope of the Gospel to

the very places where God’s planted our feet. Because the
Gospel brings us to a

as indi-

viduals — to places of joy, of wonder, of discovery, of hope,
of freedom, of love — we are able to bring this same Gospelto those around us.

given

Because of this — we want to unleash and
Gospel-Carriers in Charlotte and beyond. We want to equip
you and

you into ministry, the marketplace

GOSPEL
CARRIERS
and your community to shape a Gospel-culture. We want to

— the way God intended it:

a community of believers — of

— worshiping together, connect-

ed in vulnerability, serving each other and serving the world

with grace, mercy and justice.

LIFE AS

APPLAUSE
West Blvd Ministry
Bart Noonan

B

art Noonan looks back on his life and can — with
brilliant clarity — recall the times he felt the relentless pursuit of God despite his best efforts to
run away. By 19, Bart was a full-blown cocaine addict.
“I didn’t live in darkness. I was the darkness,” Bart said.
Born in Miami, raised in Charlotte, Bart’s life was one
marked by privilege, private schools, athletics and
later drugs and alcohol. At age 26, he began a cycle
of failed rehab attempts and two years later met Raine,
who would later become his wife. Raine had struggles
of her own, but found a new path when she learned
she was pregnant with their daughter, Lindsay.
Emotional, Bart says, “I can talk about my garbage
now because it doesn’t own me.”
His long, rocky journey to healing began with an invite
to Forest Hill by neighbors Chris and Kirsten Furr —
now missionaries in Scotland. “The Furrs looked at
this house in Collinswood — down the street from us
— and hated it. But Kirsten felt like the Lord was telling
her that they were supposed to live there. So they
did. They were obedient and it made all the difference,” said Bart.
Kirsten invited Raine to church, who began to go to
the Saturday night service on her own without Bart. “I
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wanted nothing to do with church. But then I started to
see a difference in Raine so I went a little and would
squirm in my seat the whole time. I was still using
and didn’t want to change. That squirm was the Holy
Spirit’s conviction.”
Bart continued his story, “In 2006, Raine told me to
leave for a week. I wasn’t worried because I’d just
gotten my tax return, so I had a little money. I jumped
from one seedy hotel to another, smoking crack, doing
drugs. When I came back, she had gotten a restraining order. I’d lost everything. Raine, Lindsay and now
our son, Josh.”
Raine did eventually let him come home with the
condition that they would go to Care & Counseling at
Forest Hill. There he learned about Hebron Colony —
a Christ-based treatment facility. And although he relapsed following that treatment, Bart says now looking
back “We have a choice. It’s whether we’re ready to
accept it.” As he thumbs the pages of the Gospels in a
Bible in his office, “Our story is written in these pages.
My life is in the Gospel. Our lives are in this Gospel.”
On January 15, 2012, Bart gave his life to Christ. “I’ve
been to hell. I know that my brokenness — this beautiful brokenness — and the mercy Jesus showed me
means that I’m no longer called to be just a soldier
for Christ. I’m a warrior. If I’m going to do this, I’m going to be all in.”
Bart’s story took another turn later that year when he
watched a video about an organization called Beds
for Kids one weekend at Forest Hill. He felt an instant
connection to the organization. “I showed up the next
day and said ‘My name is Bart Noonan. I am a drug

addict and I want to volunteer for you.’ I had used up my
life for 40 years. I was ready to give it away.”

VISIT WESTBLVDMINISTRY.ORG

He volunteered more than 1,200 hours that year sanding
bunk beds, organizing and delivering furniture for families moving out of homelessness. He later became their
Director of Operations.
It wasn’t long before Bart felt the Lord calling him to start
an inner-city ministry in the West Boulevard corridor.
“Our goal at the West Blvd Ministry is to meet the spiritual
and physical needs of the families in this under-served
area of Charlotte — to the glory of Jesus Christ.”
“We have to be Jesus before we can talk Jesus. And that
takes time and intentionality. But why not extend that to
someone in need? Look at the time He invested in us.”
When describing the needs of this area in Charlotte’s inner
city, Bart makes it clear that Christ is his first priority. After
that, it’s bringing people together to provide support, relationships and love to an area that feels unloved. “If we can
impact just one family a year, isn’t it worth it?”
Families all over the West Boulevard corridor are being impacted by the West Blvd Ministry. From coats, to
clothing, to support, to housing, to prayer and ultimately
hope, Bart and the Ministry are living life with their West
Boulevard neighbors and praying for revival in this hurting area of town.
Now with a daughter at Duke, a son at Williams College in
Massachusetts, a growing ministry and a wife he adores,
Bart cannot reflect on his story without tears in his eyes.
This new life — one of overflow and intentionality — still
feels like a miracle to the self-described “junkie.”

West Blvd Ministry
volunteers help a family
get back on their feet.

“The way I live my life is the applause I give for the mercy
God showed me. I’m not special. I just said ‘yes.’ I’m all in.”

— BART NOONAN
Founder, West Blvd Ministry
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Close to 80% of the
people who come
to Sunday services,
stay for lunch.

A Place for Everyone
Forest Hill South Blvd Volunteers

T

wo years ago, when
Forest Hill’s South
Blvd campus launched,
Hospitality Coordinator, Ana
Vanartsdalen, immediately saw
an opportunity. As a native of
Monterrey, Mexico, she has
worked hard to maintain the
hospitality and inclusiveness
— in her own home — that her
Latin cultures is so proud of.
“In Latin America, if someone
comes into your home, you
offer them food and drink. You
don’t leave church to go out to
lunch. You stay afterwards to
continue the fellowship.”
Now, four teams of volunteers
make lunch every Sunday for
the entire congregation. Led by

Andrea Arboleda helps
her team prepare for
the hungry crowd.

VISIT FORESTHILL.ORG/CONNECT
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four captains, these volunteers
give much of their time and
energy to make sure every one
feels like they belong. Like they
are part of a family. Close to
80% of the people who come
to Sunday services, stay for
lunch. “As a church, we want
you to be connected. We want
to make sure you know you
belong. This is your home. Our
volunteers believe this and extend so much of themselves to
this lunch service,” said Ana.
“I see the passion of my volunteers. Especially of my four
captains. They don’t get paid
to do this. It’s a joy for them to
serve in this way.”

K

elly Sartorius will be the first to tell
you that moving overseas as a fulltime missionary was not in her plans.

VISIT KELLYSARTORIUS.COM

Although Kelly realizes not everyone is
called to do something as radical as sell
their possessions and move overseas, she
encourages those who are interested in
missions to do some exploring.

“My dream was to get married and start
a family at 22. I truly never thought I’d
have to even have a full-time role for long
before I was a mom,” she said. “But still
single 6 months after graduating and living
in Charlotte, I was reading two books on
missions. By this point I was wanting to
be in a ministry role but not living overseas. I couldn’t imagine being that single
girl that moved overseas. The thought of
not getting married for many more years
was terrifying.”

“Partner with a refugee organization or even
just go to authentic ethnic restaurants in
Charlotte to start meeting people who
are different. Just ask them
their stories and listen with
no agenda. Ask questions,
call out their beauty. Jesus’
entire ministry was sitting
across from people who
were different and doing
this,” Kelly said. “He
may not ask everything of you,
but if He does it
will be worth it.”

Yet in May 2018, Kelly stepped out in obedience and was commissioned as Forest Hill
Uptown’s (now FHC–NoDa) first missionary.
“After reading those books, God bent my
heart towards the unreached by waking me
up to the fact that we are God’s Plan A for
the world and there is no Plan B,” Kelly said.
After a year of wrestling and prayer, Kelly
stepped into her role as a Missionary with
United World Mission in Bangkok, Thailand.
For the past 5 months, Kelly’s been

belief of karma and
reincarnation, finding
leaders is especially difficult.

BANGKOK
immersed in language studies aimed at
equipping her with the linguistic and cultural understanding to share the Gospel with
Thai people in relevant ways.
“The way you would share the Gospel in
the U.S. is different than the way you would
here just because they culturally value different things.”
As an individual on a team of eight people
(two of which are Forest Hill Ballantyne’s
own Billy and Kate Dempsey), the team’s
goal is to build missional community within
Bangkok. In doing this, they work regularly
to build up leaders in the Thai church in a
culture where leadership is not as widespread as it is in the U.S. Because of the
shame and honor culture drenched in the

“If all of our dreams were
to come true with what’s
happening in Bangkok, missional community would be run
by the Thais,” she said.
Another team focus is integrating
people (missionaries and students
alike) into Thailand well and actively networking with other missions
partners throughout the city. One
of these missions partners is a college ministry Kelly connected with
through her local church in Bangkok.
Through this partner, Kelly is able
to do college ministry at Bangkok
University where she is starting to
disciple a young student.

GENEROSITY REPORT 2018

Missionary in Thailand
Kelly Sartorius

BOUND
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time to
“Our LifeGroup was doing a Francis Chan
Bible study on the book of James and a
few verses really spoke to us. For Mary
it was James 1:26–27 and for me it was
James 2:4–26. We were convicted that we
were not doing enough,” Tim said. “The
Forest Hill mantra of know, grow and go hit
us hard. And it was time to go.”
In January 2018, the Hudaks accepted the
position of House Parents to a group of
seven girls, ages 10–17. What do they do?
Exactly what any most parents would do.
Their days are filled with cooking meals,
helping with school work, developing
their girls’ character and, ultimately, leading them to Jesus.

Wears Valley Ranch
Tim + Mary Hudak

I

n the heart of Wears Valley, TN, an
hour southeast of Knoxville, the aptly
named Wears Valley Ranch is nestled in the flatlands rimmed by the Great
Smoky Mountains. The Ranch can best be
described as a Christian children’s home
providing housing, education and counseling to children in crisis situations. Their
vision is simple, yet profound: To see each
child inspired to follow Christ, healed from
the past, and equipped to reach their potential. For those who know Tim and Mary
Hudak, their decision to quit their jobs,
sell their home, and move to the Ranch in
January 2018 came as no surprise. During
their 13 years at Forest Hill’s South Park
campus, the Hudaks were faithful members of a LifeGroup and deeply committed
to helping young people in ways that went
above and beyond extending kind words
or gentle advice.

“It’s one thing to parent your own kids, but
parenting kids who are not yours, who are
coming to you broken… If you expect to
come here to be fed or to be loved then
you are doing it for the wrong reasons,”
Tim said. “You have to be comfortable
in your own worth and know that you’re
loved by Christ… and even if you’re not
getting through to these kids, be at peace
with your work. Christ is still pleased with
what you’re doing.”
Despite the challenges, the Hudaks were
delighted to report that, recently, one of
their girls gave her life to Christ — making
all of the difficult times worth it.
“We took a huge step in faith to give our
lives away but for us we have gained so
much more. When you work for God, you
have the best boss,” Tim said.

The Hudaks? After raising their two daughters, Tara and Lia, they routinely allowed
young people in need to interrupt their
“empty nest” and often opened up their
home to provide short-term housing to
those who would otherwise have nowhere
to go. Over time, this led them to foster and
adopt their son, Michael.
Even still, the Hudaks felt the nudge that
they were made for more.
— TIM HUDAK
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G

TRANS

FORMING
Our goal is to radiate

across our city and around our world. No

neighborhood, community, town or area is off-limits.
No size, no structure, no format is going to limit
us. We will be

.

We will respond to the call of the Lord to bring Gospelcarriers to areas that need Him most. We will
continue to support the Gospel movement taking
place in

around the globe. We’ve

seen cities like Beirut, New Cairo and Kathmandu

GLOBAL
CITIES
impacted by a growing number of believers coming

out of

that we helped

grow. We will continue to plant churches in

strategic cities around the globe.

MORE THAN LITERACY
Tutor Charlotte

96% OF STUDENTS
who read on grade
level by the end of third
grade will graduate from
high school on time. Yet,
60% OF THIRD GRADERS
in Charlotte Mecklenburg
Schools (CMS) are reading
below grade level. Nearly
20,000 STUDENTS in the
59 LOWEST PERFORMING
CMS elementary schools
need academic support.
VISIT TUTORCHARLOTTE.ORG
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W

hen the city of Charlotte learned
of its place at bottom of the list of
the 50 largest cities ranked for
upward mobility — everyone took notice.
One of the takeaways from this report was
the importance of early literacy on a child’s
chance to move out of poverty. Reading
is one of the greatest predictors of high
school graduation and future success,
according to the report developed by the
city’s Opportunity Task Force. Currently,
only 40% of third graders in Charlotte
Mecklenburg Schools (CMS) are reading
on grade level. That means 60% are below
grade level.

FOREST HILL CHURCH

Tutor Charlotte’s Reading Mentor program
is a collaborative effort of the United Way
of Central Carolinas, Read Charlotte and
CMS to address the issue of early literacy.
Through this program, Forest Hill has become one of their lead partners committed
to providing reading mentors at Starmount
Academy of Excellence — one of CMS’ low
performing elementary schools.
However, with the investment of a group
of reading mentors in one particular
Kindergarten class, things are looking up.
“This program was the biggest blessing
ever,” said Colleen Cunningham, one of
Starmount’s Kindergarten teachers.

In Ms. Cunningham’s Class for the 2017–
2018 school year, there was a 50% overall
comprehension increase and a reading
ability increase from 26.6% to 38.3%.
Reading Mentors meet with their assigned student each week for 30 minutes. Following a short training on Active
Reading techniques, mentors begin to
build relationships with their students that
affect much more than literacy.
“A reading mentor becomes a consistent
presence in the Kindergartner’s life —
encouraging them, sharing life experiences and interests. For many reasons, many
of these kids don’t have someone like
that in their life,” said Jerri Haigler, Tutor
Charlotte Coordinator.

JONATHAN SCOTT
SOUTH PARK
CAMPUS PASTOR
Starmount Principal Nancy Martinez would
say the impact on reading has been monumental. “While the stats are encouraging,
what’s more moving are the relationships
developed between the student and their
mentor. By the third week, I can ask any
student ‘Why so smiley?’ and their responses are all the same — ‘My reading tutor
comes today to spend time with me.’”
This past year, Tutor Charlotte was in 6
schools, serving 12 classes with more
than 200 mentors. They hope to double
that this year.
“One hundred percent of our teachers saw
a love of reading increase in their students.
Ninety-five percent of our mentors said
they’d recommend mentoring to a friend,”
said Jerri Haigler. “It might seem like a
big commitment, but it’s like eating out for
lunch one day a week. And the benefit to
both the mentor and the student is incredible — it becomes the highlight of both
of their weeks.”

“Investing the last
two years reading with my now
5th grade student
took me outside of
myself and into the
world and life of
another human being. Something as
simple as reading
with and to a child
reminded me of the
magnitude of joy in
simply encouraging another to their
best while also being encouraged to
be a better me!”

— JERRI HAIGLER
Tutor Charlotte Coordinator

start making a difference

Becoming a reading mentor is just one way for you to
start making a difference. For more opportunities to serve
alongside our local partners go to foresthill.org/serve.
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VISIT FORCHARLOTTE.ORG

UNITED FOR THE CITY
T

he For Charlotte Mission Network
is a Gospel-centered network of
churches in the Greater Charlotte
area working together to seek the peace of
the Queen City. We do this with the shared
conviction that when the church operates
in unity, it can make the greatest possible
impact for the good of the city.

In 2015, For Charlotte founder, Rob Kelly,
met with Forest Hill leadership to discuss
a burden he shared with many pastors
around the city. Tired of the deep division,
competition and territorialism he saw in
Charlotte’s church culture, we began to
pray about what God might do if we reframed the way the church in our city
approached missional engagement.
Instead of competing with each other for
people and resources, we asked the question; What if we worked together to seek
the good of our city? This began a process
of praying, building relationships and trust,
and learning how this vision could be
realized in Charlotte. Forest Hill became a
founding financial and missional partner for
For Charlotte — eager to move the needle
on Gospel issues in our region.
Rob Kelly said, “As one of our founding
churches, Forest Hill Church has been
instrumental in the formation and development of the For Charlotte Mission Network
as we carry out our vision to unite the
Church to transform our city. This vision
is at the heart of Forest Hill Church as
they continue to lead the way in fostering collaboration, unity and trust between
diverse churches in Charlotte, focused on
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transforming our city through the Gospel.
On behalf of the board of directors of
For Charlotte, we are deeply grateful for
the years of support and partnership of
Forest Hill Church.”
What was birthed is a network of
Gospel-minded churches, organizations,
marketplace leaders and individuals
who are coming together to transform
the Charlotte-Metro area — to bring
shalom to our city as the Scripture reads
in Jeremiah 29.
We believe through church unity, we can
begin to address the most pressing Gospel
needs of our community:
MOBILITY MATTERS
A 2014 Harvard/UC Berkeley study showed
that Charlotte ranked 50th out of the 50
largest cities in America in economic
Upward Mobility, based on 5 pillars:
• Low Economic Mobility/
Generational Poverty
• Racial Division
• Lack of Social Capital (Trust)
• Education Inequality
• Family Structure Divisions
THE MARGINS MATTER
We believe it is imperative that the whole
church of Charlotte love, serve and advocate for those on the margins of society.
Specifically, Charlotte’s growing immigrant/
refugee community (1 in 7 Charlotteans),
the over 50,000 vulnerable children (1 in
5 children in Charlotte living below the
poverty line, along with massive foster and

FOREST HILL CHURCH

adoption needs), and the over 34,000
that are either homeless or in need of
affordable housing.
MILLENNIALS MATTER
At approximately 240,000 strong,
Millennials make up 1 in 4 Charlotteans.
Charlotte is the #1 millennial relocation city
in America, with the millennial population of
Charlotte increasing by 30% between 2005
and 2015. And research shows that 71% of
millennials are disconnected from Christ
and His church, making millennials numerically the largest demographic mission
field in our city.
THE MARKETPLACE MATTERS
As the 2nd largest financial hub in the
U.S. and the center of commerce in the
southeast, Charlotte is home to some of
the most influential Christian marketplace
in the nation. We believe the church must
focus on unleashing the latent Kingdom
of potential residing in the marketplace
to lead in Christ’s mission, both in our
city and beyond.
MULTIPLICATION MATTERS
Multiplying healthy churches and disciples
is at the heart of the Christ’s mission in the
world. Yet Charlotte has many unhealthy
churches and countless pastors that are on
the verge of burnout. Which not surprisingly has led people away from the church in
record levels, with research showing that
Charlotte’s churched population has decreased by over 7% in the last 7 years.

David Chadwick (far
left) meets with other
city leaders at the
inaugural Movement
Day Charlotte.

SINCE 2015

Movement Day Charlotte

FOR CHARLOTTE HAS:

The inaugural Movement Day Charlotte in February 2018 was called
the most significant gathering of Christian leaders in Charlotte in
two decades. A sold-out crowd of over 920 church, civic and marketplace leaders from over 200 churches came together to learn
the most stubborn facts of our city and how to engage in them.
Movement Day Charlotte 2019 is scheduled for March 16, 2019 at
the Charlotte Convention Center.

Created print and digital city mapping resources utilized by over
700 churches, 300 nonprofits, and
numerous city/county agencies in
Mecklenburg County

Fostered 12 mission networks, connecting over
150 churches in the
greater Charlotte area

Gathered more than 10,000 Christian
leaders at over 30 collaborative
city gatherings
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Incubated West Charlotte
Coalition, focused on
fostering racial reconciliation and finding
mentors for children
in 8 title 1 schools
in zip code 28208
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Resurrection Church Beirut

VISIT RCBEIRUT.ORG

IN THE

MIDDLE
F

orest Hill’s relationship with Pastor
Hikmat Kashoush and Resurrection
Church Beirut (RCB) began in 2014
with a desire to help grow their ministry
in Beirut, Lebanon, and impact the Middle
East for Christ. Since then, God has done
amazing things to affect the Lebanese,
Syrian, and Iraqi people who call Beirut
and the surrounding areas home – including Upper Egypt and Sudan. In the last
year, RCB has started the Iraqi Refugee
Ministry and planted the Ain Zhalta Church
in an area that is very conservative and
predominantly Druze.

“Before, I used to read
the scriptures as a ritual.
I didn’t understand what I
was reading … Now, I am able
to read and understand.”
— AN IRAQI WIDOW

IRAQI REFUGEE
MINISTRY
Planted a church and community center
in the Sabiteh area where more than 30
Iraqi youth meet for Bible study
and fellowship
Educating 20 refugee children in a 3-day
a week program
Holding theological trainings for lay and
ministry leaders
Providing monthly relief programs
for refugees
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THE
AIN ZHALTA
CHURCH

Establishing
18 LifeGroups

Meeting the
physical needs
of 51 refugee
families

Reaching more
than 90 families
in the village

Educating 45
Syrian refugee
children

Baptizing
30 new
believers

growth update

Kasr El Dobara Evangelical Church
VISIT KDEC.NET

500 members & attendees (from 250)

In partnership with Forest Hill, Kasr El Dobara Evangelical Church
(KDEC) planted a church in New Cairo — a fast-growing, uppermiddle class area of Cairo, Egypt. In 2016, FHC gave its Christmas
Eve offering of $710,000 to support the vision for New Cairo
Church. In the past 12 months, KDEC has seen major growth,
thanks in part to Forest Hill’s generosity:

30 kids in children’s ministry (from 10)
160 teens in youth ministry (from 50)
750 attending weekend retreats (from 530)
with 50–70% 1st time attendee or newcomer

GENEROSITY REPORT 2018
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to a better life. Teaching our
volunteers what it means to
be hospitable, to be disciples,
to walk alongside others who
don’t look, smell or act like what
they’re used to. It’s an amazing
discipleship opportunity for everyone involved.”

S

Volunteers are a key part of
The Harvest Center’s strategy. There are many ways to
volunteer from serving meals
and leading Bible studies
to walking alongside a new
program graduate as a New
Life Mentor. “Being a volunteer with us means committing to being in authentic
relationships. Not transactional
relationships. Relationships
are where the transformations
happen,” said Sherry Waters,
Development Director.

ince 2005, The Harvest
Center has been deep
in the work of transforming and empowering the lives
of our homeless neighbors in
Charlotte’s west side.

In Charlotte, there’s an increasing gap in income and cost of
living for those who call the
Queen City home. A recent
study found that a person who
makes $18/hour would have
to work at least 100 hours a
week in order to pay their rent
— and only their rent. That’s an
equation that just doesn’t add
up for many — especially in
Charlotte’s west side.
The Harvest Center walks along
side their participants to teach
them a better way of life —
what it means to be a mom, a
dad, a husband, a wife, a family;
to know the value of work and
relationships and how to manage finances — among so many
other things. Their mission is
to create community where
people affected by homelessness, poverty or unemployment
are empowered and transformed by the love and ministry
of Jesus Christ.
“We have to begin with the end
in mind. That’s what makes
The Harvest Center different. We focus on continued
care, on longterm solutions.
We want to see restoration
of lives, of families. Not just
temporary fixes,” said Executive
Director, Colin Pinkney.
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The Harvest Center
In 2015, Forest Hill became a
major financial supporter of
The Harvest Center. “When
you’re a non-profit, doing this
kind of work, it can be hard to
find space to dream. Because
of Forest Hill and other church
partners, I feel like we’re
hearing ‘Go dream. We’re with
you!’ And that’s huge for this
community. We’re dreaming of
what it will look like when the
collective support of believers
all over this city come together
to give all of God’s children the
value and dignity they deserve.
And lift them higher.”

“If you’re feeling like this may
be the place God is calling you, wait. Just wait. The
scripture says that those who
wait upon the Lord will renew
their strength. Read your Bible.
Tithe to your church. There’s a
continual discipleship cycle that
happens for both the volunteer
and the participant. We want
you to come in the right season.
When God releases you, come
and serve. He will find a way to
use you,” said Colin.

The future for The Harvest
Center looks like an even greatThere’s a lot of data around
er investment in the Jackson
what is affecting this community, Park community. Colin sees
but Colin believes it’s bigger
affordable housing, mentorthan the issues of generational
ing, a Gospel-presence with
poverty, trauma and addition.
weekly worship, kids program“Theology is what’s plaguing this ming and community groups
community. Many have been
studying the Bible. Colin said,
hurt by faith communities. Many “We have a greater responsidon’t understand what Jesus
bility to our community. And
is saying to them in the Bible.
we are co-laborers together. If
This church that’s described
we do our work well, we break
in Acts 2...where is it? They
cycles of generational poverty,
aren’t seeing it.”
of addiction of trauma. We see
restoration. We see families
“I feel like God is making it so
transformed and reunited. It’s
clear in this dream space. He’s
a natural consequence to this
saying ‘Teach.’ We are to be a
work God has called us to. It’s
teaching organization. Teaching messy, but it’s worth it.”
the Bible. Teaching the way
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In just one year,
The Harvest Center:

VISIT THEHARVESTCENTER.ORG

105

299

Served 299
people through
Room in the Inn’s
Winter Shelter

served

hot meals

30

Walked 30
people through
the Transformation
Program (50–60
will go through
it in 2018)

Saw 105 people
dedicate their
lives to Christ

610

— SHERRY WATERS
Development Director
The Harvest Center

Helped 610 people
find employment

The reality of homelessness in Charlotte:
1,500 PEOPLE EXPERIENCE SOME FORM OF
HOMELESSNESS ON
ANY GIVEN NIGHT.

70% OF THE HOMELESS
ARE ADULTS OVER THE
AGE OF 40 WITHOUT
CHILDREN. 45% OF THIS
NUMBER ARE FEMALE.

PHYSICAL, SEXUAL AND
DRUG ABUSE ARE THE
MOST COMMON CAUSES
OF HOMELESSNESS.
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INADEQUATE INCOME
PREVENTS MOST FROM
PERMANENTLY ESCAPING THE CLUTCH
OF HOMELESSNESS.
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Ginny shares with the
Forest Hill Fort Mill mission
team about culture in
Bogotá, Colombia.

A Global Redemptive Plan

South America Mission

I

n the northern peninsula of Colombia,
in the Guajira desert, just 15 miles from
the Venezuelan border, lives the Wayuu
people. This indigenous group of people, with a population of about 250,000,
has a long agrarian history of farming and
raising goats. It’s marked by tribalism, war
and a spirituality influenced by Animalism,
Catholicism and tribal traditions. “Their
history as a warring and vengeful people
means that grace is a completely foreign concept. This harsh desert lifestyle
makes it hard to focus on what grace
would even mean. That’s a tough combination,” said Ken Massey, Jr., Director of
Business Development for South America
Mission (SAM).

The very first Christians in this area
came to faith through Bible translators.
In the Wayuu’s particular dialect, the
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New Testament has only been available
in its translated form for approximately 15 years — for the few who are able
to read. Translators are still working on
the Old Testament.
Forest Hill Church’s Fort Mill campus began
its partnership with SAM seven years ago
when the first of seven short-term global
mission trips ventured into the Guajira desert to serve the Wayuu people. The focus
of these trips was to bring infrastructure
and stability to CENFOW — The Center for
the Formation of Wayuu Christian Workers.
CENFOW trains indigenous Wayuu pastors
and church leaders to be a part of the
INDIEWAYCOL church association and to
return to the rancherias — multi-generational family villages and communities — to
plant churches and develop additional
church leaders.

FOREST HILL CHURCH

This three-year pastoral training program requires course attendance one
week each month between February and
November. Many of the pastors ride their
bikes two to three hours across the desert
to attend CENFOW’s program. “The pastors
are taught in their own language, by their
people. They make an incredible sacrifice
to study the Word of God. It’s truly amazing,” reflected Ken.
FHC short-term global teams have brought
a level of efficiency to CENFOW infrastructure that has allowed them to train more
pastors than in years past. “A few years ago,
FHC sent a team that included a nuclear
engineer, a hydroelectric engineer and a
real estate developer. This team designed
and implemented a water delivery system
that took water from a central cistern and
gravity fed it to tanks in high-importance

in 2013

for 2,300
members of the
INDIEWACOL
Wayuu church
association

in 2018

areas like the showers, kitchen and main
house. Before, the pastors were having to
retrieve their water by bucket each time
they needed it — it was hard, wasteful and
inefficient, ultimately effecting how these
pastors were being trained. This water distribution system is a game changer.”
Other projects have included a grade
school, a new dormitory, and a dining hall.
These improvements allow CENFOW to
train more, do more, and allow the pastors
to focus on their studies and development.
“Many of our trips begin with time in the
rancherias. We spend time with the Wayuu
people — playing soccer, worshipping,
praying, building community. It’s an integral
part of this experience. It emphasizes the
importance of being the body of Christ. We
get to practice Resurrection life — what we
can all anticipate in the throne room with
other believers of all different colors, dialects, and backgrounds,” said Ken.
SAM sees that leadership for the church
is the heart cry for the Latin American
church. Engaging long-term and short-term
missionaries in this mission is impacting far
more than the Wayuu church. “We see people returning to the states more generous,
more prone to make sacrifices to serve
people here and as better global Christians.
We see people return with a better understanding of how the body of Christ should
be engaging the world. And sometimes
you have to cross international borders to
gain that understanding and experience.”

year. Jorge and Ginny Enciso are stationed in Bogotá, Colombia — Jorge’s
home — where they have established
Fundación Comunidad Viva. Because of a
global movement where more and more
people are moving from rural areas into
urban areas, Fundación Comunidad Viva, is
having the opportunity to serve the Wayuu
people in a new way. This year, two Wayuu
teens are being developed as leaders (in
partnership with Urban Promise Honduras)
to return to their rancherias to impact
youth for Christ.
In the years to come, in connection with
FHC’s vision to see global cities transformed with the hope of the Gospel, there
will be more opportunities to serve alongside SAM in Bogotá and in Lima, Peru.
When asked about what he would say
to someone on the fence about serving
globally, Ken said, “Our response to God’s
prompting to go should be a response of
obedience. As believers, we believe in the
Great Commission — to go to all nations.
That’s a call to cross borders — and certainly you can do that in your own community.
But crossing international borders helps
you see God’s redemptive plan at work.
God’s redemptive plan is a global one.
There’s two sides to the coin of global
short-term trips: How am I going to be
changed by this experience? And what
can my contribution be to help God carry
out His redemptive plan
of the world? That’s pretty exciting to consider.”

The Fort Mill campus commissioned its
first missionaries to Colombia this past
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THROUGH SAMARITAN’S PURSE

Since 2016, FHC has donated $303,000 to Samaritan’s Purse relief efforts
for hurricanes all over the southeast and Puerto Rico.
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Photo courtesy of Samaritan’s Purse

Thanks to the generosity of our congregation and
the flexibility that being debt-free allows, Forest
Hill donated $50,000 to Hurricane Florence
relief efforts through Samaritan’s Purse.

IGNITING
Forest Hill’s

has always

been those who’ve never heard the incredible
news of the Gospel. Our hope continues to
be to new faith in
people groups through an intentional Gospel
presence. Through the generosity of our people
and
through international, indigenous partners, Forest
Hill has already planted churches in the Hindu
Heartland of India and in the farthest reaches of the
Himalayas. We won’t stop there. A vision this big
requires a movement. A

NEW

of Gospel-

carriers — of you — to share the love of Christ and to
express Gospel values — mercy, community,
justice and hope — in their work, their lives
and in their neighborhoods

Each red dot in
the maps below
indicates an area
that is less than 2%
Christian. In just 6
years, the color of
India has noticeably
changed from red
to orange — and in
many places from
orange to yellow!

2010

2016

HEARTLAND
HEART CHANGES
Mission India

Since the beginning
of FHC’s partnership
with Mission India:

I

Churches have been established

n 2012, Forest Hill committed its
Christmas Eve offering to Mission India —
the beginning of a long-term partnership
with this organization committed to reaching the Hindu Heartland for Jesus. Now,
six years later, the Kingdom Impact on this
nation is astonishing thanks to the church
planters being trained through Mission
India’s leadership training program and the
$1.25 million given by Forest Hill through
Christmas Eve offerings and Outreach
budget giving.

VISIT MISSIONINDIA.ORG

“This area just doesn’t have access to the
Gospel. There’s 1.3 billion people and close
to 3 million gods. It’s a group of people
plagued by Karma. They believe that the
things they do today determine their future

22,204

Have accepted Christ

6,983

Have been baptized

1,075
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existences. More than 97% of the 1.3 billion
see the world through the good deeds they
have to accomplish in order to move to a
better life, in the next life, “said Josh Visser,
Senior Communications Director.
But India is prepared for the Gospel.
“People are asking ‘How can I get out
of this cycle of birth and rebirth? Who
can give me hope?” It’s the cry of the
people. They’re ready,” explained
Jaya Prakash, Area Manager.
“Thanks to Forest Hill Church for standing
with us in this great endeavor. Your investment is bringing dividends. Lives are being
changed more than ever,” said Jaya.

IN THE FIRST PART OF 2018,
THE NUMBERS SPEAK
FOR THEMSELVES:
PRAYER CELLS
ESTABLISHED

NEW BELIEVERS
FAMILIES REACHED

BAPTIZED
CHURCHES
PLANTED

It’s the cry of the people.
They’re ready.
— JAYA PRAKASH
Area Manager
Mission India
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ON
THE
ROAD
to missions

F

orest Hill has made a major investment in an organization that is recruiting, training and sending university
graduates as missionaries from Asia to the
Middle East. Ministering on teams heading West from Asia into the 10/40 Window
along the Old Silk Road, these young men
and women are working among local
indigenous people groups. Their focus is
evangelism, disciple-making, formation of
Christ communities and the equipping of
indigenous leaders.
Forest Hill has made a commitment to
help advance this organization’s mandate
to reach the “Regions Beyond Asia” and
produce a catalytic impact on this budding
student missionary movement within the
Church in Asia. Ministry teams often enter
countries as language students and/or as
new members of existing ministries. Each
country presents unique challenges and
opportunities for members to find more
permanent resident visas.

Of particular interest to Forest Hill is this
organization’s desire to connect with existing ministry partners Forest Hill has in
the Middle East Region. To date, they have
placed 9 members in Lebanon: 4 in Beirut
at a branch of the Resurrection Church and
5 in Zahle, 35 miles east of Beirut near the
Beqqa Valley working among refugees.
Security is a very big issue in Asia and
requires constant vigilance, reexamination,
and spontaneity in moving those in training
to cooperating sites from locations that
face penetrating inquiries. Thankfully, no
member has been lost to the ministry as
a result of police interrogation, which has
occurred multiple times. On a frequent basis, the ministry examines issues involved
in training missionaries in an increasingly
adversarial environment. Thankfully, the
ministry is now a totally Asian-led ministry,
without foreign fingerprints.
In 2019 this partner ministry hopes to place
additional workers in Jordan, Turkey and
possibly Egypt, focusing on Muslim majority
countries in the region.

Recruit university graduates
as missionary candidates
Train those who become
members of the organization
Place workers in strategic
partnerships in major cities
of the Middle East
Care for workers in the field
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Currently, there are more than 100 missionaries serving in 14 different countries.
Based on feedback received from various
fields, these Asian missionaries are highly-welcomed, as their language acquisition
skill is unusually high, cultural sensitivity
sharp, and they maintain a focused purpose to win and make disciples.

FOREST HILL CHURCH

OVER 2 DECADES OF CAMP ROCK

F

orest Hill’s Camp Rock celebrated its
24th anniversary this year with another
two weeks of summer camp in the
North Carolina mountains. And what better
way to celebrate than with 82 declarations of new faith by the 3rd through 5th
grade campers.

“Our mission is for kids to know Christ by
engaging their interests in discovery with
their relationship with God. Our hope is
that your kids will have an experience with
God and grow deeper in their knowledge
of His love for them,” said Nate Mauney,
Family Ministry program staff at the
Ballantyne campus.
Jenny Schmitt, Family Ministry Director at
the Waxhaw campus, has been the longtime camp lead until this year when she
handed over the reigns to Nate. “We did
some estimates, and we think that close to
3,500 kids have been impacted by Camp
Rock over the years.” The campers aren’t
the only ones impacted. Many ADVANCE
students serve alongside adult LifeGroup

leaders and experience the magic of camp
first-hand — returning year after year.
But it’s not just what happens at camp that
impacts these older elementary kids. “The
work our LifeGroup leaders do week in and
week out is what makes Camp Rock so
successful and why we see so many kids
come to faith,” Jenny said.
“Imagine an assembly line of a car. Each
piece is placed carefully by the line worker
and then passed to the next person in line.
Each person has a part to play. The result
is a beautiful new car. With our kids, each
leader, beginning in the nursery, lays a
foundation for the love of Christ. As they
grow, so does their understanding of God’s
love for them. By the time they get to
camp — thanks to the leaders who have
faithfully poured into them — many kids are
ready to take the most important step of
following Jesus!”
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Both Nate and Jenny said the same thing
when asked about someone considering
serving in Kids@FHC or ADVANCE, “Every
kid, every student needs a caring, loving
adult who can point them to Jesus. We are
not looking for Bible scholars — we are
looking for people who will faithfully till the
soil and show up consistently in a kid’s life.
Every moment and every phase in a kid’s
life matters! You could be the one person
who could change the eternal trajectory
of a kid’s life.”

82

declarations of

new faith
by 3rd – 5th grade campers
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summer
Uptown Day Camp

DAYS

T

he vision behind the inaugural year
of Uptown Day Camp was simple: to
offer an affordable, well-run, Gospelcentered summer camp to families in the
Charlotte area.

“It was started because the church’s focus
has been to be intentional and to lay the
ground work for affordability and cross-cultural inclusion with an emphasis being
placed on equity and consistent program
offerings across the inner city,” said Camp
Director and Forest Hill Uptown (now FHC –
NoDa) member, Monica Pettiford.
After months of what seemed like a fruitless
location search — Uptown Day Camp landed at Irwin Academic Center as its summer home. This, in and of itself, was a true
answered prayer.
“To be able to hold the camp at Irwin
Academic Center, right in the heart of
the city, off I-77, proved to be a huge
convenience for our families and
staff,” Monica said.
For nine weeks, an average of 70 students
from Kindergarten through 6th grade gathered for an engaging and fun-filled day that
began each morning with a startup activity
based on the camp’s weekly theme.

reflected the all-inclusive, relentless
love of Christ. And at the end of the
summer? Five children made the
decision to be baptized.
“It doesn’t get much better than that,” she
said. “They are well equipped to know,
grow and go in Christ.”
In addition to the perceivable wins of baptism and a daily Gospel-focus, the camp
made a significant impact on the community at large.
“We had many families, especially fathers, of
several campers commend the church for
this affordable option stating over and over
that this was the first time they were able
to go to work and feel confident that their
children were in a safe, Christian-based
environment,” Monica said.
Because of the overwhelming positive
feedback, Uptown Day Camp is already
in the books for Summer 2019. The camp
anticipates partnering with Irwin Academic
Center again, being able to serve more
children, and influence a larger portion of
the community with the love of Christ.

“Campers were separated by age group
and followed a schedule that consisted of
games, sports, performing arts, swimming,
arts and crafts, devotionals, literacy and
math activities,” Monica said. “We also provided breakfast, lunch and snacks daily.”
The Uptown Day Camp Staff of 18 people, as well as 12 volunteers, worked hard
to love on the children in a way that truly
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